
Secret Identity
by Alex Segura
F Segura
In 1975, Carmen Valdes finds things
at Triumph Comics taking a strange
turn when her female character
project leads to murder and plunges
her into a dangerous world of
secrets and resentment.

A Sunlit Weapon
by Jacqueline Winspear
F Winspear
In 1942 London, Masie Dobbs
investigates the death of a female
ferry pilot and two kidnapped
American servicemen.

Fiction
The Family Remains
by Lisa Jewell
F Jewell
Two women are faced with
complicated mysteries linked to a
cold case that left three people dead
in a Chelsea mansion 30 years ago.

The Maid
by Nita Prose
F Prose
Hotel maid, Molly Gray, finds her life
upended when she becomes the
prime murder suspect after she
discovers the dead body of the
wealthy Charles Black in
his suite.
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Homicide and Halo-Halo
by Mia P. Manansala
F Manansala
Upon opening her new café, Lila
Macapagal stumbles into
unpleasantness when the head
judge of a local beauty pageant is
murdered and her cousin becomes
the main suspect.

The Bangalore Detectives
Club
by Harini Nagendra
F Nagendra
When a vulnerable woman is
connected to murder, Kaveri
becomes determined to save her
and launches a private investigation
to find the killer.

Overboard
by Sara Paretsky
F Paretsky
Emerging from the pandemic
lockdown, detective Warshawski
must elude Chicago powerbrokers
and mobsters as she tries to find a
missing girl who is the key witness to
a nefarious conspiracy.

Hidden Pictures
by Jason Rekulak
F Rekulak
Mallory enjoys the stability of her
job as a nanny and her bond with
Teddy—a five-year-old boy who is
never without his sketchbook—until
Teddy's drawings suddenly become
increasingly sinister.
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Mystery
Find Me
by Alafair Burke
F Burke
A Manhattan lawyer searches for her
missing best friend, an amnesiac,
with the help of a detective who
thinks the disappearance is related
to a cold case.

Hot and Sour Suspects
by Vivien Chien
F Chien
As Lana Lee pieces together events
of the night when a speed-dating
contest at Ho-Lee Noodle House
ended in murder, she delves into the
past of a dead man who has too
many enemies to count.

Don't Know Tough
by Eli Cranor
F Cranor
The born-again Christian head coach
of small-town Arkansas high school
football team is called to save his
star running back whose dangerous
aggression on the field stems from
anger about his troubled home life.

Caramel Pecan Roll
Murder
by Joanne Fluke
F Fluke
Hannah Swensen agrees to bake at a
local inn during a flashy fishing
competition, but when the event's
celebrity spokesperson is found
dead, she begins investigating.

The Woman in the Library
by Sulari Gentill
F Gentill
Four strangers in a library strike up a
friendship as they each share their
stories. But one of them has
something to hide: murder.

Listen to Me
by Tess Gerritsen
F Gerritsen
Boston homicide detective, Jane
Rizzoli, and medical examiner,
Maura Isles, are plagued by the
senseless murder of a widowed
nurse who is linked to an open hit-
and-run case from months earlier.

The Kingdoms of
Savannah
by George Dawes Green
F Green
The dysfunctional M. Musgrove
& Family Detective Agency unearths
a history of murder and slavery that
a powerful few are determined to
keep hidden by every means.

Reckless Girls
by Rachel Hawkins
F Hawkins
When they arrive at Meroe Island, a
remote paradise in the South Pacific
with a mysterious history of
shipwrecks, cannibalism, and
murder, six people find their dream
vacation turning into a nightmare.

The Sacred Bridge
by Anne Hillerman
F Hillerman
Sergeant Jim Chee investigates the
death of a Navajo artist, risking his
own life, while Officer Bernadette
Manuelito searches for the killer of a
hitchhiker connected to a Navajo
Nation cannabis enterprise.

Nothing to Lose
by J.A. Jance
F Jance
Twenty years after he lost his work
partner Susan, Beau is drawn into a
missing persons case when Susan's
son needs his help, becoming
entangled with a killer with nothing
left to lose.

City of the Dead
by Jonathan Kellerman
F Kellerman
Court-consulting child psychologist,
Alex Delaware, and homicide
detective, Milo Sturgis, unravel a
baffling mystery after a naked
corpse in the street leads to the
discovery of another murder.

The Club
by Ellery Lloyd
F Lloyd
The Home Group is a global
collection of celebrity clubs. But the
ambitious and expensive project has
pushed the Home Group's CEO and
his team to their limits. As tempers
fray, the bodies pile up.
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